
Stephanie Breslow, a partner at Schulte 
Roth & Zabel LLP, says most general part-
ners are not using general solicitation to raise 
funds and niche strategies like bitcoin funds 
are attracting investor interest. She spoke with 
Sabrina Willmer.

Q: Do GPs again have the upper hand 
in fund negotiations given the improv-
ing fundraising environment? 
A: It’s always going to be the case that 
some GPs have more power than others 
because they are well established and 
oversubscribed. In general, however, LPs 
still have quite a lot of power, and are get-
ting more favorable terms overall. Certain-
ly there has been a move to 100 percent 
transaction fee offset and there has been 
regulatory impetus for this to avoid poten-
tially being treated as a broker-dealer. The 
move towards European-style waterfalls 
(which return all invested capital plus a 
preferred return to investors before the GP 
gets carry) continues. If you are launching 
a first-time fund it is quite likely you have 
to use a European-style waterfall. Some 
other changes are happening around the 
edges of fund terms. For example, there 
are nuances to indemnity and exculpation 
provisions such as not covering disputes 
among GPs and not advancing expenses 
when a significant portion of LPs chal-
lenge an indemnity claim. Side letters are 
also getting longer and more investors 
request them.

Q: Are you seeing any changes made 
to fund documents in light of the SEC’s 
focus on disclosure?
A: There is more disclosure of how co-
investment opportunities will be allocated. 
There is also more detailed disclosure of 
which regulatory expenses are charged to 
a fund versus the GP. GPs are experienc-
ing some of these regulatory expenses for 
the first time such as those relating to the 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act and 
AIFMD. There is more disclosure around 
fees and which ones don’t offset the man-
agement fee. Enhanced disclosures typi-
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cally appear in the fund’s offering memo, 
but some also affect the LPA. For funds 
that have already launched, enhanced 
disclosures can appear in letters to inves-
tors or financial statements.

Q: How else are you advising clients in 
response to the SEC scrutiny?
A: Now GPs are having to be more formal 
about a lot of things such as making sure 
marketing pieces are vetted by lawyers 
so they match up more accurately with 
marketing memos and tracking compli-
ance with side letters. The CFTC just now 
amended their rules to harmonize with the 
SEC rules, which is helpful.

Q: The SEC hasn’t provided clear guid-
ance on how co-investments should be 
treated. What are your clients doing?
A: At the moment, we are treating alloca-
tion of co-investment opportunities as a 
disclosure issue. Given there has been 
interest in it, GPs are tending to write 
more robustly about whether all investors 
get co-investments or just some, as well 
as the fees charged to co-investors.

Q: What other regulations are a focus 
for clients?
A: AIFMD definitely. There is no uniformity 
among European countries as to how 
the rules are implemented. Many funds 
are relying on reverse solicitation rather 
than registering. GPs often already have 
relationships with European investors 

and those investors likely want to come 
into the next fund. It is trickier to rely on 
reverse solicitation for new relationships.

Q: Have clients taken advantage of 
general solicitation?
A: It is something very few GPs in the 
PE space are taking advantage of. It 
doesn’t mesh well with other rules, and 
the regulatory consequences of using this 
approach have not been fully developed.  
For example, if you have a fund with com-
modities and futures exposure, there is 
no relief from the U.S. Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission about marketing this 
way without moving to a more restrictive 
regulatory regime.

Q: What types of strategies are attract-
ing the most interest from investors?
A: Constructive activist funds and dis-
tressed strategies leap to mind. Energy 
has also been very hot, including mining. 
In general, I have seen people succeed-
ing in raising niche PE funds in unusual 
sectors such as litigation finance and 
venture investing in bitcoin. We worked 
on a North Dakota-focused real estate 
fund that is taking advantage of the oil 
boom that is driving demand for housing.
Midmarket real estate is also a popular 
strategy. One other notable trend is the 
move on the part of large investors to con-
centrate their investments across fewer 
funds. This gives an advantage to large, 
established GPs.
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BtIG to Hire  
after Losing  
Distressed Salesmen

european Loans Beat U.S. as returns reach 4.71% 

By Lisa aBramowicz
BTIG LLC plans to hire as many as 10 

people for its high-yield unit by July after 
losing three distressed debt salesmen with-
in the past two months.

managing director Michael Cassidy left 
the boutique investment bank this month 
and Steven Bergman, also a managing di-
rector, departed in march, according to re-
cords maintained by the Financial industry 
regulatory authority. Robert Hannigan, a 
director in the distressed-debt sales group, 
was no longer registered with the firm as of 
april 6, the records show.

BTiG more than doubled its staff in the past 
two years and is adding people after com-
petitors including Chapdelaine & Co. and 
LaBranche & Co. closed credit-trading units. 
The broker-dealers were among 70 debt-

By Karen eeuwens and emre PeKer
european leveraged loans are outperforming u.s. bank debt this year as companies 

refinance borrowings at the fastest pace since 2007, boosting prices.
western european leveraged loans have returned 4.71 percent, compared with 3.12 

percent in the u.s., according to Credit Suisse Group AG indexes. The performance 
marks a turnaround from 2010, when bank debt in america outperformed.

a 41 percent drop in european leveraged buyouts since their 2007 peak is curbing 
the amount of new loans at the same time the region’s central bank raises interest rates 
for the first time in almost three years. Funds buying speculative-grade loans in europe, 
which mainly invest in bank debt issued to fund leveraged buyouts, received $14 billion in 
repayments in the first quarter, almost double the $7.7 billion private-equity firms raised 
for takeovers in the same period.

trading startups opened in 2009 to capitalize 
on banks pulling back after the worst financial 
crisis since the 1930s. as larger companies 
recovered market share, traders that joined 
smaller businesses have left for bigger banks.

“BTiG has been a net acquirer of high 
yield/distressed talent, an area that BTiG 
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Bloomberg Brief will not publish tomorrow due to good Friday. The next edition will be monday, April 25.
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